The Bhanwar Lal Bahethi Scholarship

This scholarship has been established and sponsored by Dr. Om P. Bahethi in memory of his beloved elder brother to honor his generosity in assisting and motivating numerous youngsters to seek an education in science and engineering. Bhanwar Bahethi (1930-1972) did not receive a formal education. Because of his interests in science, mechanics, and how things work, however, he was able to teach himself car repair skills that allowed him to become an auto mechanic and operate a small roadside, open-air garage in the desert city of Jodhpur, India. Numerous students and families benefited from Bhanwar’s assistance. It was his generosity in borrowing money for his younger brother’s education and travel to the U.S.A. that enabled Om to receive a Ph.D. in Physics and to start a company, Science Systems and Applications, Inc. (SSAI). SSAI excels in science and technology support services. The scholarship carries a $2,000 stipend.